
The global LCL network is vast and complex. Import and export 
stations along with gateways have associated CFS warehouses run by 
LSPs or third parties. Buyer’s consolidation with LCL/FCL moves, and 
customers demanding load optimization and dwell times are just some 
of the expectations that must be managed. It requires extensive manual 
efforts for freight forwarders to manage the high levels of complexity 
and planning across multiple parties while maintaining the ability to 
respond to dynamically changing criteria and events .

CFS Integration & Flow Optimization by Slync.io is a highly 
complementary solution that focuses on orchestrating and 
standardizing chaotic LCL processes. Our easy-to-implement solution 
accommodates both integrated and user driven workflows removing 
the cumbersome manual efforts previously required with coordinating 
LCL and FCL moves. Supported by rapid integrations, automation 
and collaboration capabilities, the solution allows freight forwarders 
to ingest email and Excel data into core systems, eliminating the 
information black hole while providing visibility into operational needs.

Streamlined communication & accessible data optimize LCL operations

Orchestrate and standardize 
chaotic LCL processes

Improve customer satisfaction

Resolve shipment exceptions faster

Increase workforce productivity by 20-30%

CFS Integration & Flow 
Optimization
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Near real-time information on shipment reception, loading and 
unloading statuses improves accuracy and communication with 
customers. Greater transparency into shipment processes increasing 
service levels and trust.

Go beyond just expecting the unexpected and respond to exceptions 
instantly when processes fall outside of your personalized business 
requirements. Problems are quickly identified and resolved based on 
data not hunches.

Replace cumbersome manual efforts with process driven workflows that 
will optimize your LCL operations and allow your workforce to focus on 
resolving exceptions and revenue generating activities, not on manual 
data entry and tracking.

Improve service levels

Resolve exceptions faster

Increase workforce productivity
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Improve productivity by providing access to 
actionable shipping data

Keep supply chains moving by optimizing your CFS operations
Powered by the Logistics Orchestration® platform, CFS Integration & Flow Optimization gives forwarders and LSPs 
the peace of mind that comes with knowing their less-than-container load operations are moving smoothly and 
efficiently.
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